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Soybean (Glycine max) has undergone at least two rounds of polyploidization, resulting in a paleopolyploid genome that is a
mosaic of homoeologous regions. To determine the structural and functional impact of these duplications, we sequenced
two ;1-Mb homoeologous regions of soybean, Gm8 and Gm15, derived from the most recent ;13 million year duplication
event and the orthologous region from common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), Pv5. We observed inversions leading to major
structural variation and a bias between the two chromosome segments as Gm15 experienced more gene movement (gene
retention rate of 81% in Gm15 versus 91% in Gm8) and a nearly twofold increase in the deletion of long terminal repeat (LTR)
retrotransposons via solo LTR formation. Functional analyses of Gm15 and Gm8 revealed decreases in gene expression and
synonymous substitution rates for Gm15, for instance, a 38% increase in transcript levels from Gm8 relative to Gm15.
Transcriptional divergence of homoeologs was found based on expression patterns among seven tissues and develop-
mental stages. Our results indicate asymmetric evolution between homoeologous regions of soybean as evidenced by
structural changes and expression variances of homoeologous genes.
INTRODUCTION
Polyploidy is widespread and recurrent in many plant species as
their genomes hold relics of multiple duplication events (Cui
et al., 2006). Polyploids are typically grouped into autopoly-
ploids, from spontaneous genome duplication or fusion of
unreduced (2n) gametes within a single species; or allopoly-
ploids, from interspecific hybridization of two diverged genomes.
In natural populations, allopolyploids are more prevalent than
autopolyploids (Jackson and Chen, 2009), and many econom-
ically important crop species are polyploids, for instance, potato
(Solanum tuberosum; autotetraploid), wheat (Triticum aestivum;
allohexaploid), and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum; allotetraploid).
Even plants that are cytogenetically diploid have undergone
polyploid events during their evolution (paleopolyploid), includ-
ing maize (Zea mays) and soybean (Glycine max; Shoemaker
et al., 1996; Gale and Devos, 1998).
Polyploidization results in homoeologous chromosomes, chro-
mosomal segments, and genes in duplicated genomes. In maize,
homoeologous regions have undergone uneven contraction of
genic and intergenic regions and expansion by the insertion of
retrotransposons (Bruggmann et al., 2006). Collinearity between
homoeologous regions of the maize genome is interrupted by
inversions and translocations (Wei et al., 2007). In contrast with
maize, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) has experienced uniform ex-
pansion by retrotransposon insertions (Messing, 2009; Paterson
et al., 2009). In wheat, at the grain hardness locus (Ha), deletions
account for a majority of genome rearrangements (Chantret et al.,
2005), and at the HMM Glutenin locus, indels (insertions and
deletions) are the major contributors to structural differences
between the A, B, and D homoeologs (Gu et al., 2006).
Soybean has had at least two putative genome-wide duplica-
tions, ;13 and ;59 million years ago (MYA) (Schlueter et al.,
2004; Shoemaker et al., 2006; Schmutz et al., 2010). Polyploidy
in soybean was seen at different levels: genetic mapping
(Shoemaker et al., 1996), cytogenetic mapping (Pagel et al., 2004;
Walling et al., 2006), and DNA sequence analyses (Schlueter et al.,
2004). The ancestor of genus Glycine was coincident with a
polyploidization event 5 to 10 MYA (Doyle and Egan, 2010).
Furthermore, observations at molecular and chromosomal levels
support the hypothesis that the recent tetraploid event was
allopolyploidy and the putative ancestral diploid genomes of
soybean are extinct (Gill et al., 2009). Soybean differs from some
paleopolyploid genomes in that it has been diploidized (disomic
pairing), but the level of genetic collinearity between duplicated
segments is much higher than seen in maize, which had a roughly
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contemporaneous duplication event (Schlueter et al., 2006; Innes
et al., 2008; Van et al., 2008).
Several aspects of polyploidization and diploidization are
poorly understood. For example, how does diploidization shape
a polyploid genome to restore bivalent chromosome behavior
and plant fertility, and how does a newly formed polyploid cope
with sudden changes in gene dosage across an entire genome?
In yeast, it has been shown that diploidization and rescue of
dosage may affect certain classes of genes (Scannell et al.,
2007), and in plants, fractionation and selective elimination of
genes in duplicated segments may play a role in diploidization
(Paterson et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2006).
Soybean is an attractive system for analysis of the effects of
genome duplication on chromosome structure and gene fate as
there have been two whole-genome duplication events at spe-
cific evolutionary time points, and relatives are available (e.g.,
Phaseolus vulgaris) that do not share themore recent duplication
(Choi et al., 2004; Shoemaker et al., 2006). Previous work
indicates differing levels of gene conservation between paralo-
gous regions in soybean may be a result of being a product of
either the earlier or later duplication event (Schlueter et al., 2006;
Innes et al., 2008). Duplicated regions can be assigned to one of
the polyploidy events by dating the divergence times of genes
within the duplicated segments (Schlueter et al., 2004). Thus,
soybean is an excellent system to dissect the effects of multiple
polyploid events on the structure and function of a plant genome.
We sequenced two paralogous regions of ;1 Mb each from
chromosomes 8 and 15 (hereafter referred to asGm8 andGm15).
These duplicated segments are derived from the most recent
duplication event of ;13 MYA. We also sequenced the orthol-
ogous region ;1 Mb from chromosome 5 (referred to as Pv5)
from P. vulgaris, which diverged from soybean;20 MYA (Lavin
et al., 2005). Both Glycine and Phaseolus share the 59 million
year whole-genome duplication event, but the more recent 13
million year event did not occur in Phaseolus (Choi et al., 2004;
Shoemaker et al., 2006). Comparing these three homoeologous/
orthologous regions reveals high levels of microcollinearity be-
tween the two regions with one region having experienced more
extensive structural changes (e.g., lower gene retention rate and
higher density of retrotransposons). In addition, we analyzed the
transcription of a subset of the paralogous genes in soybean and
found transcriptional bias to one homoeologous region and
divergent transcription among different tissue types.
RESULTS
Isolation and Sequencing of Homoeologous BACs
Wesequenced 20BACs from two homoeologous loci surrounding
a duplicated restriction fragment length polymorphic (RFLP)
marker, pA711 (Pagel et al., 2004), to obtain an ;1-Mb window
size for each homoeologous region on chromosome 8 (Gm8) and
chromosome 15 (Gm15). This was done to determine the level of
structural similarity between duplicated loci in the soybean ge-
nome and to evaluate the functional fate of duplicated genes in
paralogous segments. In addition, we sequenced 10 BACs from
P. vulgaris chromosome 5 (Pv5), orthologous to the sequenced
soybean regions. All BACswere sequenced to phase II (unfinished
sequence containing gaps, in which the order and relative orien-
tationof the sequencecontigs are known) or III (finished sequence;
one contiguous piece of DNA) (see Supplemental Table 1 online),
suitable for comparative analysis (Blakesley et al., 2004). Gm15
had no physical gaps inside the contig. There were two physical
gaps in the Gm8 supercontig resulting in three contigs and one
physical gap in Pv5 resulting in two contigs.
Inversions in Soybean Homoeologous Regions Are
Common in Comparison to Phaseolus
To study the structural variation of these homoeologous/orthol-
ogous regions, we first confirmed the order of the contigs on
Gm8 and determined the size of the gaps using fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) to pachytene chromosomes and DNA
fibers of soybean (see Supplemental Figure 1A online). An
inversion was observed between Gm8 and Gm15, involving
nearly two-thirds of Gm8 and Gm15.
To further explore the structural variations between Gm8 and
Gm15, we used Pv5 as an outgroup. FISH to pachytene chro-
mosomes of Phaseolus was done to determine the order of Pv5
contigs (see Supplemental Figure 1B online). DNA sequences in
this Pv5 1-Mb window were divided into two segments sepa-
rated by one physical gap. For Gm15, the orientation of Gm15
segment1 was the same as the corresponding regions fromGm8
and orthologous Pv5. The first few genes on Gm15 segment2,
from 168_Gm15 to 173_Gm15, had orthologous genes on Pv5
with the same orientation (Figure 1). On the 39 end of Gm15, after
gene 173, there were two blocks of genes (genes 139 to 149 and
107 to 129) that showed evidence of a complex rearrangement
comparedwith Pv5. InPhasolus, therewas an inversion involving
both blocks of genes and then genes 107 to 129 were again
inverted, relative to Gm15 (Figure 1). For Gm8, genes 107 to 129
have the same orientation as their Pv5 orthologs, but genes 139
to 149 and genes 160 to 173 between Gm8 and Pv5 have been
inverted. A translocation also occurred between genes 160 to
173 when comparing Gm8 to Pv5. Thus, using the orthologous
region Pv5, it seems that inversions are relatively common to
both Gm8 and Gm15.
We also analyzed the intervals on Gm15 (Gm15 interval 1 and
Gm15 interval 2) that correspond to the physical gaps on Gm8
(Gm8 gap 2 and Gm8 gap1) (Figure 1; see Supplemental Figure
1B online). The lengths of Gm15 intervals 1 and 2 were 4.43 and
2.63 shorter than the corresponding Gm8 gaps as determined
by fiber-FISH (see Supplemental Table 2 online). Thus, we
deduced that there were either deletions in Gm15 or insertions
in Gm8. When inspecting the Pv5 corresponding orthologous
region of Gm8 gap2, a physical gap on Pv5 was found (see
Supplemental Figure 1B online). The length of Gm15 interval1 is
shorter compared with the common orthologous structures of
physical gaps, Gm8 gap 2 and Pv5 gap (between Pv5 segments
1 and 2). It is likely that a deletion occurred on the ancestral Gm15
interval1, as opposed to two independent insertions on Gm8 and
Pv5. A similar situation was found for Gm15 interval2 as there
was another physical gap on the end of the Pv5 segment 2, and
wewere unable to find any overlapping BAC clones to extend the
Pv5 segment 2. Thus, wedetermined that twodeletions occurred
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on Gm15 and that the two intervals are remnants of the putative
deletion events.
Gene Fractionation between Gm8 and Gm15
The three genomic regions were manually annotated for genes
and repeats (Figure 1; additional details in Supplemental Data
Sets 3 to 5 online). Overall, Gm8 had the most genes (130)
followed by Pv5 (104) and then Gm15 (88); Gm15 has a lower
gene density than Gm8 but both were higher than Pv5 (see
Supplemental Figure 2 online).
We determined which soybean homoeologous region had a
higher degree of gene fractionation (gene movement) relative to
Phaseolus. Because there were three physical gaps in these
three regions and in an attempt to be conservative in our
approach, only genes flanked by orthologs across all three
supercontigs were taken into account. Thus, genes between 2 to
61, 107 to 149, and 168 to 173 were included (Figure 1). We then
defined a minimal set of genes present in this region in the
ancestral chromosome of Gm8 and Gm15 as defined as genes
present in Gm8 and/or Gm15 and also present in Pv5. Genes that
have homoeologs without corresponding orthologs may derive
from two possibilities: loss from Pv5 after the divergence of
Phaseolus and soybean or insertion after the speciation but
before the divergence of Gm8 and Gm15. In total, 12 homoeolog
pairs belonged to this category, gene1 (on 59 end of Gm8 and
Figure 1. Annotation Results of Chromosome Segments from Soybean (Gm8 and Gm15) and Phaseolus (Pv5).
The two soybean homoeologous regions, Gm8 and Gm15, and orthologous Phaseolus region, Pv5, are shown. Black bars are sequence contigs. Gm8
has two physical gaps, and Pv5 has one. Pentagons represent genes. Orange genes have homoeologs and/or orthologs (collinear genes), connected by
black lines. Yellow genes do not have homoeologs and orthologs (noncollinear genes). Triangles represent transposons: blue triangles are intact LTR
retrotranspsons, pink triangles are solo LTRs, cyan triangles are truncated LTR retrotransposons, and green triangles are non-LTR retrotransposons.
Shaded boxes show the duplication events: green boxes show segmental duplications. The purple box shows a tandem duplication. Black numbers are
the gene number from annotation results. Insertion times of intact LTR retrotransposons are shown in red. Regions between the two pink dotted lines
are physical gaps in Gm8 and their corresponding intervals in Gm15.
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Gm15), between genes 75 to 85 (on 59 end flanking region ofGm8
gap1), and genes 160 to 166 (on 39 end flanking region of Gm8
gap2). All these genes are adjacent to physical gaps or the end of
the contig; therefore, it was not possible to find an ortholog to
anchor to Pv5, and these 12 genes were excluded. In addition,
tandemly duplicated genes were considered as a single gene,
except for tandem duplications found on at least two of Gm8,
Gm15, or Pv5. Based on these criteria, there were 57 orthologs in
soybean and Phaseolus of which 41 Pv5 orthologs can be found
on both Gm15 and Gm8 and 11 on Gm8, Gm5, and Gm15 (see
Supplemental Figure 3 online). Using the gene retention rate to
estimate gene fractionation, we found 91% (52/57) and 81% (46/
57) gene retention for Gm8-Pv5 and Gm15-Pv5, respectively.
Thus, Gm15 had a lower degree of gene retention, or increased
gene fractionation, than Gm8.
Since the total gene number in Gm15 was lower than Gm8 (as
shown inSupplemental Figure 3 online) and the gene retention rate
of Gm15-Pv5 was also lower than Gm8-Pv5, we suspected that
there may be other features resulting in this type of organization.
Therefore, we looked at Gm15 genes that were (1) noncollinear
genes with no homoeolog or ortholog, (2) genes with homoeologs
but no ortholog, (3) genes with no homoeolog but with orthologs,
or (4) genes with both homoeologs and orthologs. Of the genes on
Gm15, 22% were noncollinear genes and 78% were collinear
genes (classesb, c, andd together). ForGm8andPv5, the percent
of noncollinear genes was 25 and 30%, respectively. Thus, the
percentages of noncollinear genes in the two soybean homoeol-
ogous regions were both lower than Pv5.
Asymmetric Accumulation of Retrotransposons and Solo
Long Terminal Repeats
The transposon density in Gm15 was 1.63 higher than Gm8 due
to accumulations of retrotransposons, mostly long terminal
repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (see Table 1 and Supplemental
Figures 2 and 4 online). The density of total LTR retotransposons
in Gm15 was;23 higher than in Gm8 (see Supplemental Figure
5 online), and the density of intact LTR retrotransposons was
;93 higher in Gm15 than in Gm8. Fragmented LTR retrotrans-
posons (i.e., truncated elements and remnants as classified in
Supplemental Table 1 online) were also biased to Gm15,;1.53
higher than in Gm8.
Increasing chromosome length from insertions of LTR retrotrans-
posons can be counteracted by deletions of LTR retrotransposons
via formation of solo LTRs (Devos et al., 2002). The density of solo
LTRs was ;23 higher for Gm15 than Gm8 (see Supplemental
Figure 5 online). Thus, similar to the bias seen for LTR retrotrans-
poson density for Gm15, there was also a bias in the density of
deletions (formation of solo LTRs) onGm15. This observation raised
the question of whether the higher density of solo LTRs in Gm15
was due to a higher frequency of unequal recombination orwhether
unequal recombination rates were similar in Gm8 and Gm15, but
there were more intact LTR retrotransposons in Gm15 resulting in
more solo LTRs. To more conservatively estimate unequal recom-
bination rates, we calculated the number of solo LTRs with target
site duplications (TSDs) to LTR retrotransposons with TSDs (Devos
et al., 2002;MaandBennetzen, 2006). Similar rates of 1.67 and1.17
were observed (by Fisher’s exact test) for Gm8 and Gm15, respec-
tively; therefore, the bias of solo LTRs density to Gm15 was due to
more LTR retrotransposons in Gm15 rather than a higher unequal
recombination rate.
Given that the most recent polyploid event in soybean may
have been an allopolyploid event (Gill et al., 2009), we hypoth-
esized that the ancestral structures of Gm8 and Gm15 were the
same following the divergence of the soybean diploid ances-
tors. After divergence, two deletions occurred on Gm15 corre-
sponding to the two physical gaps on Gm8. The boundaries of
Gm15 intervals 1 and 2 were carefully defined by BLASTn
between Gm15 and Gm8 (see Supplemental Table 2 online).
These two intervals were remnants of past deletion events.
Therefore, we looked for structural features that could be used
to infer possible reasons for the deletions. We found that trans-
poson densities were higher for the two intervals on Gm15 than
the rest of Gm15. Repeat element densities of both intervals
were 23 higher than the Gm15 average (see Supplemental
Figure 6 online).
We analyzed the conservation of transposons among the three
regions, and only one conserved transposon was found in the
two soybean homoeologous regions, between gene40 and
gene41, and was not observed in Pv5. Both are polyprotein
remnants from a copia-type LTR retrotransposon. Interestingly,
the conserved LTR retrotransposon on Gm8 spanning from
175,404 to 187,745 bp has two nested transposon insertions in
it, one intact LTR retrotransposon (180,783 to 185,763 bp) and
one truncated non-LTR retrotransposon, LINE (186,214 to
187,133 bp). The corresponding conserved LTR retrotransposon
on Gm15 has no nested transposons indicating that the nested
insertion events on Gm8 occurred after the duplication event.
Timing of LTR Retrotransposon Insertion in Soybean
and Phaseolus
The transposon density in Pv5 was similar to Gm15 (see Sup-
plemental Figures 2 and 7 online). However, more intact LTR
retrotransposons were found in Pv5, 17 compared with 8 in
Table 1. Number of Transposons (LTR Retrotransposon, Non-LTR
Retrotransposon, and DNA Transposon) in the Two Soybean
Homoeologous Regions, Gm15 and Gm8
Classes of Transposons Gm8 Gm15
LTR retrotransposon
Intact elements 1 6
Intact elements without TSDs 0 2
Solo LTRs 5 7
Solo LTRs without TSDs 0 2
Truncated element
Both LTRs partially deleted with TSDs 2 0
Both LTRs partially deleted without TSDs 3 4
One LTR deleted, another partially deleted 4 3
Remnant
Remnants from insert 7 12
Remnants from LTR 7 11
Total 29 47
Non-LTR retrotransposon LINE 15 17
DNA transposon 5 4
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Gm15, a 1.73 increase in density. This reveals that in these
regions, intact LTR retrotransposons were the major force lead-
ing to the expansion of Pv5 and resulting in a lower gene density
compared with Gm8 and Gm15. The time of insertion for the
intact LTR retrotransposons in these three regions were similar,
most were <2 million years (61% for Gm8 and Gm15; 70% for
Pv5) (see Supplemental Figure 8 online).
Solo LTRs Clusters on Gm15 and Gm8
Solo LTRs can be derived from unequal homologous recombi-
nation (Devos et al., 2002). We inspected the distribution of solo
LTRs to determine if the occurrence of unequal recombination
was even across the entire Gm8 andGm15. There were nine solo
LTRs on Gm15 (see Supplemental Table 1 online). However,
there is an enrichment of solo LTRs (seven) in the inversion on
Gm15 where the two putative deletions occurred; therefore, we
examined the distribution of solo LTRs across this region using a
nonoverlapping 20-kb slidingwindow. A cluster of solo LTRswas
found (three solo LTRswithin 551 to;571 kb) (see Supplemental
Figure 9 online), indicating that this may be a region with
enhanced levels of unequal homologous recombination. Around
the cluster, we found a segmental duplication encompassing 64
kb (red box in Supplemental Figure 9 online). Further annotation
showed that four genes and one nested LTR retrotransposon
structure were involved in this segmental duplication (see Sup-
plemental Figure 10 online). The two nested LTR retrotransposon
structures were 100% identical at the DNA sequence level,
indicating that this nested structure was formed before the
segmental duplication event and excluded the possible origin
from a nonreciprocal translocation between Gm8 and Gm15.
Clustering of solo LTRswas also observed in Gm8where three
out of the five total solo LTRs were located within a 70-kb region
(see Supplemental Figure 11 online). Structural analyses of this
70-kb segment also revealed tandem duplications resulting in
nine copies of gene 76_Gm8, encoding an auxin-responsive
protein. Therefore, both Gm8 and Gm15 had duplications/chro-
mosomal rearrangements that were coincident with solo LTRs
clusters.
Pseudogenes in Gm8, Gm15, and Pv5
Transposon insertions into genes can result in pseudogenes
(Goldberg et al., 1983; Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999) as can other
structural mutations. The percentages of pseudogenes derived
from transposon insertions to all the genes in the regions were 11
and 17% for Gm8 and Gm15, respectively, and 13% for Pv5 (the
same as the average of the two soybean homoeologs (13%). The
percentages of pseudogenes to genes in these regions were
similar for all three regions, 28 and 27%, for Gm8 and Gm15,
respectively, and 29% for Pv5 (see Supplemental Table 3 online).
We next examined pseudogenization of genes with duplicates
(homoeologs and locally duplicated genes) and genes without
duplicates (single copy genes). Our hypothesis was that genes
with homoeologs would be more likely to be pseudogenized as
the other copy could complement the loss. We used genes 2 to
61, 75 to 85, 107 to 149, and 168 to 173 (Figure 1) for analysis of
pseudogenization (Figure 1). The percentage of pseudogenes
with duplicates to total pseudogeneswas 56% for Gm8and 61%
for Gm15. Pseudogenes without duplicates to total pseudo-
genes was 44 and 39% for Gm8 and Gm15, respectively.
However, in Pv5, the composition was quite different, 10% for
pseudogenes with duplicates versus 90% for pseudogenes
without duplicates. The pseudogenization rates for genes with
duplicates (looking at only duplicated genes) were 21 and 18%
for Gm8 and Gm15, respectively, similar to 20% in Pv5. Contrary
to our hypothesis, however, duplicated genes were less likely to
be pseudogenized than single copy genes for which the pseu-
dogenization rate was 34 and 47% for Gm8 and Gm15, respec-
tively, and 25% for Pv5.
We next examined the location of transposon insertions into
genes (i.e., 59 untranslated region [UTR], exon, intron, or 39UTR).
For Gm8 and Gm15, ;67 and ;65% of the transposon inser-
tions in genes were into introns, respectively, and ;33 and
;29% into exons for Gm8 andGm15, respectively (see Table 2).
Approximately 6% of insertions into Gm15 genes were in 39
UTRs. In Pv5, the most frequent insertion site was also introns
(;64% in introns, ;27% in exons, and ;9% in 39 UTRs). No
insertions into 59 UTR were found in any of the three regions.
Among the three major categories of transposons (DNA trans-
posons and non-LTR and LTR retrotransposons), ;63% of
Table 2. Analyses of Genes with Transposon Insertions in Gm8,
Gm15, and Pv5
Features of Genes with Transposon Insertions Gm8 Gm15 Pv5
Number of genes with transposon
insertions
13 11 10
Percentage of genes with transposon
insertions
10.0% 12.5% 9.6%
Number of transposons inserted
into a gene
Genes with one transposon 9 5 9
Genes with two transposons 3 6 1
Genes with three transposons 1 0 0
Classes of inserted transposons
LTR retrotransposons 8 9 9
Solo LTRs 2 3 0
Non-LTR retrotransposons 8 5 2
Insertion site in gene
59 End 0 1 0
Exon 6 6 3
Intron 12 10 7
39 End 0 0 1
Insertions into genes with homoeologs
One homoeolog with transposon
insertion
6 7 NAa
Both homoeologs with transposon
insertions
2 2 NAa
Insertions into genes with orthologs
Number of genes with orthologs that
have insertions
5 5 3
One homoeolog and ortholog with
insertions
2 0 2
Both homoeologs and ortholog with
insertions
1 1 1
aNot applicable.
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transposon insertions into genes were LTR retrotransposons for
Gm8 and Gm15 combined compared with ;82% for Pv5.
Interestingly, 14 solo LTRs were found in the two soybean
homoeologs, of which six were found inside genes (two in exons
and three in introns). Multiple retrotransposon insertions into
individual genes were also observed. In the soybean homoeo-
logs, ;58% were multiple insertions into a single gene. How-
ever, in Pv5, among the nine genes with transposon insertions,
only one gene had more than one transposon insertion.
Synonymous Substitution Rates Are Biased to Gm8
Synonymous (Ks) and nonsynonymous (Ka) substitution rates
were calculated to estimate evolutionary pressures on genes in
these regions. After filtering out truncated genes, 47 pairwise
comparisons for homoeologs from the two soybean regions
were used to calculate Ks. The mean Ks was 0.1586 6 0.0788
(red boxes in Figure 2, zones 1 and 4; see Supplemental Data Set
6 online for detail), and the Ks distribution between Gm8-Gm15
ranged from 0.04 to 0.38 (see Supplemental Figure 12 online).
Previous studies have shown that a recent genome duplication in
soybean occurring;13MYAwas correlatedwith the distribution
of Ks ranging from 0.03 to ;0.39 (Schlueter et al., 2004;
Shoemaker et al., 2006; Schmutz et al., 2010). Because the
distribution of Ks between Gm8 and Gm15 in this study located
within the range of the distribution of Ks from the recent genome
duplication in soybean, we concluded that the divergence time
for Gm8 and Gm15, 13 million years, precedes the polyploidiza-
tion event;5 to 10MYA (Doyle and Egan, 2010; Gill et al., 2009).
Orthologs from Pv5 were used as outgroups to compare the
Ks of orthologous pairs between Gm8-Pv5 and Gm15-Pv5.
After filtering truncated genes, 36 genes were available for this
Figure 2. Distribution of Ks Values of Genes in Both Soybean Homoeologs and Phaseolus.
Blue circles are Ks values from Pv5-Gm8; green triangles are Ks values from Pv5-Gm15; red boxes are Ks values from Gm8-Gm15. Different zones
show the Ks from different homoeologous and orthologous counterparts. Zone I shows the Ks from the pairwise comparison of the two soybean
homoeologs and one Phaseolus ortholog. Zone II shows the Ks from the sequence comparisons of Pv5 orthologs and Gm8 homoeologs. Zone III shows
the Ks from Pv5 orthologs and Gm15 homoeolog comparisons. Zone IV shows the Ks from homoeologs between Gm8 and Gm15. Numbers below the
plot are the annotated gene numbers. Ks value of gene114 (Pv5-Gm15) is;2.8 due to extensive variation outside the conserved protein domain, and it
is not shown here.
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analysis (Figure 2, zone 1; see Supplemental Data Set 6 online for
detail), and the mean Ks between Gm8-Pv5 and Gm15-Pv5 was
0.34716 0.1446 and 0.32606 0.1581, respectively. Comparing
the two groups of Ks values, 75% of Ks values in Gm8-Pv5 were
larger than their counterpart ones in Gm15-Pv5. A two-pair
sample t test for these two groups of Ks values indicated that the
Ks of genes between Gm8-Pv5 were significantly higher than
between Gm15-Pv5 (P < 0.05).
Using the Ka/Ks ratio to evaluate evolutionary pressure (neutral
versus positive versus negative) revealed that almost all genes
have Ka/Ks < 1 (0.2327 6 0.1106 for Gm8-Pv5 versus 0.2501 6
0.1662 for Gm15-Pv5). This suggests that almost all the genes in
the two soybean homoeologs were under purifying selection.
The one exception was gene40 (1.026 for Gm15-Pv5). No statis-
tically significant differences were found for either Ka or for Ka/Ks
ratios across the two homoeologous regions.
Genes on Gm8 Are More Highly Expressed Than Their
Gm15 Homoeologs
We assessed functional diversification of duplicated genes by
analyzing transcriptional differences between soybean homoe-
ologous genes by developing SequenomMassArray assays for
105 exon-derived single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
Following data quality control filtering, 71 assays representing
29 homoeologous gene pairs (see Supplemental Data Set 2
online) were of sufficient quality for downstream analyses.
These assays were used to quantify the proportion of tran-
scripts derived from the Gm8 and Gm15 gene copies for each
gene pair.
The proportion of Gm8 and Gm15 transcript was quantified for
the 71 assays over seven different soybean tissue types (large
pod, small pod, flower, leaf, cotyledon, hypocotyls, and root).
Multiple assays were analyzed for 18 of the 29 homoeologous
gene pairs. The gene profiles of these assays were similar within
each gene pair (see Supplemental Figure 13 online). Supple-
mental Figure 14 online compares the Gm8 transcript propor-
tions among assays compared with the average Gm8 proportion
for each gene. These data indicate that the assays cross-validate
one another and give reliable data across tissue types. The only
obvious example where the assays did not cross-validate was
the gene23 leaf tissue. In this case, the three assays each
detected vastly different proportions of the Gm8-Gm15 tran-
script (see Supplemental Figure 13 online). These differences
may be the result of differential splicing between the homoeol-
ogous transcripts.
To identify the presence of transcriptional bias between
homoeologous genes, the Gm8-Gm15 transcript proportions
from cDNA templates were compared by t test with the Gm8-
Gm15 proportions from DNA controls. Only 10 out of the 71
assays showed no significant homoeologous transcriptional bias
for all seven tissue types. For the 29 gene pairs studied, the
transcriptional biases tended to favor the Gm8 rather than Gm15
(Figure 3). The mean Gm8 transcript proportion was 0.582, and
this average bias was similar across tissue types (maximum was
small pod at 0.601 and minimum was leaf at 0.545).
However, the amplitude of Gm8 transcript bias had regional
differences along the Gm8 and Gm15 contigs (Figure 3). Gm8
transcript biases were considerably higher in the noninverted
segment (first 15 gene pairs tested, average 0.633) than in the
inverted segment (last 14 tested gene pairs, average 0.528).
Interestingly, regional differences were variable across tissue
types. Cotyledons exhibited the strongest regional differences.
The average cotyledon Gm8 transcript proportion was 0.674 for
the first 15 gene pairs but was reduced to 0.464 in the 14 gene
pairs located within the inverted segment, whereas roots essen-
tially had no regional bias.
Transcriptional Divergence of Homoeologous Genes and
Correlation with Nucleotide Divergence
Homoeologous transcript proportions of Gm8 andGm15 genes
exhibited a range of similarities and differences across tissue
types. Among all the sampled tissues, homoeolog transcript
proportions were significantly correlated with one another (P <
0.05; see Supplemental Figure 15 online), except for root versus
cotyledon (R2 = 0.116; P = 0.071), which exhibited awider range
of variation. Several genes showed substantial differences
in homoeolog bias across different tissue types (see Supple-
mental Figure 13 online). The data have been condensed in
Figure 4 and reordered from left to right according to genes
exhibiting low to high rates of statistically significant variation
across tissue types. Several of the genes showed evidence for
consistently high transcriptional variation across tissue types
over multiple assays, for instance, genes 139 and 24. We ob-
served a wide range of divergences among the gene pairs on
Gm8-Gm15 in terms of nucleotide sequence and transcription
patterns. We postulated that gene pairs with high levels of
nucleotide divergence (based on Ks, Ka, and Ka/Ks) may also
exhibit increased levels of transcriptional divergence among
tissues types.
To address this question, we defined the level of transcrip-
tional divergence between each homoeologous pair as the
standard error of the Gm8-Gm15 transcript proportions among
the seven tissue types. We also defined the degree of absolute
expression bias between each homoeologous pair as the aver-
age of the absolute values of transcript proportions among
tissues that have been subtracted by 0.5. Using these metrics,
we found a moderate correlation between nonsynonymous
divergence (Ka) and homoeolog transcriptional divergence
among tissue types (R = 0.427; P = 0.023) (see Supplemental
Figure 16 online). A moderate correlation was also observed
between the ratio of nonsynonymous divergence to synonymous
divergence (Ka/Ks value) and transcriptional divergence (R =
0.474; P = 0.011). For nonsynonymous divergence and absolute
transcript bias, the correlation was weak (R = 0.386; P = 0.042).
These data indicate that homoeolog pairswith increasing rates of
nonsynonymous sequence divergence tend to exhibit more
expression bias and less consistent relative expression abun-
dances across tissue types.
Finally, we examined the top and bottom four genes (15% tails)
with the least andmost divergent transcription patterns based on
ranking by transcriptional divergence using the standard error of
the Gm8-Gm15 transcript proportions among all the seven
tissues. The top 15% of genes with the most transcriptional
variation included a tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein,
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a Pro-rich family protein, a DNA binding bromodomain-contain-
ing protein, and an RNA binding protein. The four genes with the
least divergent transcription included a VQ motif-containing
protein, a type II homeodomain-leucine zipper protein, a prote-
ase lipid transfer protein family protein, and a protein of unknown
function. None of the eight genes were colocalized on the two
homoeologous regions nor was there an obvious association
with predicted gene function.
DISCUSSION
The Origin of the Variation between the Two Soybean
Homoeologous Regions
By comparing related species of different ploidies, genome
variation between subgenomes in one organism can be traced
back to specific evolutionary events (e.g., genome divergence
or polyploidization). For instance, variation at the grain hard-
ness locus (Ha) from the A, B, or D genome of hexaploid wheat
was compared with their diploid and tetraploid progenitors
(Chantret et al., 2005). However, all modern diploid Glycines
(both annuals and perennials) are at 2n = 40 (Doyle and Egan,
2010), and the ancestral diploid genomes of soybean are
hypothesized to be extinct (Gill et al., 2009; Doyle and Egan,
2010). As a result, it is impossible to trace the differences
between Gm8 andGm15 that were derived from the divergence
of the ancestral genome versus those from the polyploidization/
diploidization event.
The putative evolution of soybean includes the divergence of
ancestral soybean genomes;13 MYA and an allopolyploidiza-
tion event;5 to 10 MYA (Gill et al., 2009; Doyle and Egan, 2010;
Schmutz et al., 2010). Therefore, the structural variation between
Gm8 and Gm15 (inversions and deletions) could be derived
either from the divergence event (;13MYA), the polyploidization
(5 to 10MYA), or ensuing diploidization/fractionation. That is, the
variation between the two soybean homoeologus regions might
occurwithin the time frame of 13MYA to the time point of forming
the modern soybean genome. Likewise, the functional variation
(transcriptional bias and Ks bias) between Gm8 and Gm15 may
be due to divergence of the ancestral genomes, similar to the
expression bias to certain subgenomes in cotton (Chaudhary
Figure 3. Heat Maps of Relative Transcript Abundance of Homoeologous Genes on Gm8 and Gm15 for Seven Different Tissue Types.
The relative positions of 29 tested genes (top to bottom) are shown as colored rectangles along the Gm8 and Gm15 contigs. The numbers on the left are
gene annotation results of the 29 tested genes. The transcription level of each gene is indicated as high (red) or low (blue) relative to the respective
homoeologous counterpart. Homoeologs with approximately equal transcription levels are shown as black. The scale on the right indicates the
coloration used to depict relative transcript proportions between homoeologous copies.
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et al., 2009). Our observations further support that soybean could
be an allopolyploid, consistent with the hypothesis inferred from
centromere analysis (Gill et al., 2009).
Genomic Variation at the Structural Level and Gene Level in
Gm8, Gm15, and Pv5
When comparing the two soybean homoeologous regions with
each other, inversions and deletions were observed. In addi-
tion, using the Phaseolus orthologous region to investigate
genome variation in soybean revealed that inversions account
for the majority of genome rearrangements and interruptions to
gene collinearity. The role of inversions in causing genome
rearrangement in legumes is consistent with maize, another
paleopolyploid crop, where comparisons between maize and
rice (Oryza sativa) showed that most genome rearrangements
were caused by inversions (;74% of genome rearrangements)
(Wei et al., 2007).
Gm15 has a lower gene retention rate (increased gene frac-
tionation) than Gm8, but the percentage of the noncollinear gene
is similar to Gm8. We speculate that the noncollinear genes on
Gm15 may be derived from gene insertions, which seems more
likely than losing both the homoeolog and ortholog indepen-
dently from Gm8 and Pv5. Thus, considering both the gene
retention rate (estimated from the minimal ancestral gene set)
and gene gain (percentage of noncollinear genes), both Gm8 and
Gm15 have similar rates of gene gain, but Gm15 has a lower gene
retention rate. Combining these results with structural analyses,
we conclude that there has been asymmetric evolution of Gm8
and Gm15, as Gm15 has a lower gene retention rate and
undergone two deletion events.
The gene retention rate for homoeologs in soybean in Gm8
and Gm15, 91 and 81%, respectively, is higher than the 77%
reported in another soybean homoeologous region (Innes
et al., 2008) with a similar duplication time. Previous reports in
maize, another paleopolyploid plant, found 32% collinearity of
genes between homoeologous blocks that diverged ;5 MYA
(Lai et al., 2004) and 20 to;35%collinearity between blocks that
diverged ;10 MYA (Bruggmann et al., 2006), both lower than
Gm8 and Gm15, 75 and 78%, respectively. Therefore, at the
Figure 4. Assessment of Tissue-Specific Transcriptional Divergence between Homoeolog Pairs.
The relative transcriptional proportions of the Gm8 homoeologs are shown for 29 tested gene pairs. The mean Gm8 proportion across two biological
replicates is shown in the plot for each gene pair across seven tissue types. The percentage of statistically significant (P < 0.05) tissue 3 tissue
differences detected in a factorial pairwise comparison of the homoeolog proportions among seven tissue types is shown below each gene pair
number. There was a wide range (2 to 67%) of transcription variations among homoeolog pairs. The genes are ordered from lowest to highest
percentage of tissue 3 tissue differences among the seven tissue types. Therefore, the gene pairs on the left infrequently exhibited significant tissue-
specific transcriptional variation, and the genes on the right frequently exhibited significant tissue-specific transcriptional variation. The red number
shown below each percentage indicates the number of informative assays for each homoeolog pair.
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gene level, homoeologous regions in soybean appear to bemuch
more stable than the roughly contemporaneous duplicates in
maize.
LTR Retrotransposon Activity in Gm8, Gm15, and Pv5
We observed only one conserved transposon between Gm8 and
Gm15, indicating that conserved transposons are rare in the
soybean homoeologous regions from the 13 million year event.
There were no detectable conserved transposons in the orthol-
ogous regions of soybean and Phaseolus. One reason for this is
that after the divergence from the common ancestor of soybean
and Phaseolus, the common transposons derived from the
common ancestor decayed due to mutation and/or multiple
rounds of nested transposon insertions. These observations are
consistent with a previous study of collinear regions between
four cereals: rice, sorghum, barley (Hordeum vulgare), andwheat
(Ramakrishna et al., 2002). Wheat and barley have similar diver-
gence time frame of 10 to 14 MYA (Wolfe et al., 1989) as the two
soybean homoeologous regions. In these comparisons, there
were no detectable conserved transposons.
The density of intact LTR retrotransposons in Gm8 and Gm15,
both euchromatic regions, was 0.94 and 8.8 LTR retrotranspo-
sons/Mb, respectively. For other soybean homoeologous
regions, excluding pericentromeric regions, it was 7.8 LTR
retrotransposons/Mb (Wawrzynski et al., 2008). In addition,
Gm15 had higher densities of other classes of LTR retrotrans-
posons than Gm8, for instance, fragmented LTR retrotranspo-
sons (truncated and remnants of LTR retrotransposons) and total
LTR retrotransposons from all classes. Thus, variation of LTR
retrotransposon density in soybean euchromatic regions is large
and varies between homoeologous regions. We note that Gm15
hadmore extensive structural changes (deletions and lower gene
retention rate) than Gm8, which suggests a correlation between
structural changes and repeat DNA accumulation. It is possible
that asymmetry of repeats and rearrangements might be more
broadly found between duplicated segments in the soybean
genome. Most of the intact LTR retrotransposons were inserted
in the last 3 MYA in both species. This could indicate that LTR
retrotransposons were more active 2 to 3 MYA or, alternatively,
that intact LTR retrotransposons older than 3 million years have
decayed. In the Phaseolus orthologous region, the intact LTR
retrotransposon density was higher, 14.7 insertions/Mb. This
indicates that within the same time frame, LTR retrotransposons
may have been more active in Phaseolus than soybean or that
LTR retrotransposons older than 3 million years have decayed
more rapidly in soybean.
Solo LTRs clusters accompanied a segmental duplication on
Gm15 and nine tandemly duplicated genes on Gm8. Thus,
regions containing irregular structures shared one common
feature, a higher density of solo LTRs. Solo LTRs are derived
from unequal homologous recombination between LTR retro-
transposons (Devos et al., 2002). The solo LTR clusters here
reveal that many LTR retrotransposons were removed by un-
equal recombination events. Several models for segmental du-
plications involve transposable elements (Fiston-Lavier et al.,
2007). Our data suggest that LTR retrotransposons are coinci-
dent with increased structural complexity andmay have played a
role in several rearrangements via some mechanisms, for in-
stance, unequal recombination, that resulted in a higher density
of solo LTRs and segmental/tandem duplications.
Heterogeneous transposon density was observed not only
between homoeologous regions but also within individual
homoeologous regions. More structural changes (deletions)
were found in the two Gm15 intervals, where there was higher
transposon density, suggesting a correlation between struc-
tural changes and transposable elements. It is known that
transposons can induce major genome rearrangements, in-
cluding deletions, duplications, inversions, macrotransposi-
tion, and reciprocal translocations (Gray, 2000; Caceres et al.,
2001; Lonnig and Saedler, 2002; Huang and Dooner, 2008; Lee
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009). We hypothesize that Gm15,
with a higher transposon density, underwent more extensive
structural changes (i.e., higher density of LTR retrotransposon,
solo LTRs, and lower gene retention rate) and that transposable
elements were likely an active force in this remodeling of a
homoeologous chromosome in soybean (see Supplemental
Figure 17 online).
Pseudogenization Event in Gm8, Gm15, and Pv5
Pseudogenization rates can vary among species. Combining the
pseudogene data from intergenic regions (genomic regions be-
tween annotated genes) and annotated genes (Benovoy and
Drouin, 2006; Thibaud-Nissen et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2009), the
percentage of pseudogenes in Arabidopsis thaliana and O. sativa
ssp japonica was 16 and 42%, respectively. We observed similar
rates of 28% in the two soybean homoeologs and 29% for
Phaseolus, intermediate to Arabidopsis and rice. The extent of
pseudogenization in these two Phaseoloid legume genomes was
similar in these regions. Due to polyploidy, though, pseudogenes
may be complemented by a paralog. We found that the percent-
age of pseudogeneswith paralogs to all pseudogeneswas 56 and
61% for Gm8 and Gm15, respectively. In rice, two studies focus-
ing on either intergenic regions (Zou et al., 2009) or on annotated
genes only (Thibaud-Nissen et al., 2009) found that the percentage
of pseudogenes with paralogs was 28 and 75%, respectively. In
Arabidopsis, the percentage of pseudogenes with paralogs was
47% (Zou et al., 2009). Therefore, our results from these two
soybean homoeologous regions are concordant with previous
studies. Pseudogenization rates for duplicated genes in the two
soybean homoeologs and in Phaseolus were similar,;20%, but
pseudogenization rates of single copy genes were higher, ;38
and 25% for soybean and Phaseolus, respectively. Explanations
for this observation may include that the two homoeologous
counterparts have transcriptionally diverged temporally and/or
spatially, resulting in complementary expression patterns. Thus,
pseudogenization of either of the homoeologs could be deleteri-
ous, leading to selection against pseudogenization of these tran-
scriptionally complementary homoeologs. This is concordant
with our observation of transcriptional variation across tissues.
Another possibility is that the duplicated copies of pseudogenized
homoeologs have been degraded beyond recognition or that
retrotransposition resulting in processed pseudogenes (PCgs)
may be a common mechanism for generating pseudogenized
single-copy genes in soybean.
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Transposon insertions into introns was;23 higher than into
exons, similar to results from the adh1 locus (Alcohol Dehy-
drogenase 1) region of rice, maize, and sorghum (Tikhonov
et al., 1999; Ammiraju et al., 2008). The lack of insertions into
coding regions supports the model of deleterious insertions:
mutations resulting from insertions into exons or regulatory
sequences are deleterious to an individual (Montgomery et al.,
1987). However, transposon insertions into introns could still be
deleterious as not every intron is without function. Introns can
encode microRNAs (Ying and Lin, 2009), contain RNA splicing
regulatory motifs (Ponthier et al., 2006), or promote intron-
mediated enhancement (Mascarenhas et al., 1990; Rose et al.,
2008). Introns made larger by transposon insertions could
affect pre-mRNA splicing and impact plant fitness, as intron
size is critical for the splicing efficiency of pre-mRNA (Klinz and
Gallwitz, 1985). Another possibility is that different retotrans-
poson families have insertion sites biases for exons or introns
(Goldberg et al., 1983; Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999). The
observed bias of more transposons in introns than exons could
be due to the activity of specific retrotransposon families
favoring intron insertion sites.
Asymmetric Evolution at Synonymous Sites between
Soybean Homoeologus Regions
In addition to asymmetric gene retention/loss, synonymous
divergence (Ks) analyses also revealed asymmetric sequence
divergence between paralogs from Gm8 and Gm15. This is
congruent with previous observations between duplicated seg-
ments in rice (Wang et al., 2005). However, in our study, the size
of duplicated blocks and the degree of synteny are greater than
the study in rice and the duplication more recent.
Based on neutral theory, the mutation rate is equal to Ks
(Kimura, 1968; Chamary et al., 2006; Duret, 2009). Ks values in
Gm8 were significantly larger than Gm15, indicating a higher
mutation rate for Gm8. The structural features of these two
soybean homoeologous regions are very different. For in-
stance, Gm15 has undergone more extensive structural
changes and has a higher transposon density. These two fac-
tors are known to correlate with mutation rates (Chiaromonte
et al., 2001; Hardison et al., 2003) and may have contributed
to the asymmetric evolution between Gm8 and Gm15. Nucleo-
tide divergence and repeat elements were correlated in non-
coding regions of mammalian genomes, suggesting that some
regions are more susceptible to mutation and repeat element
insertions (Chiaromonte et al., 2001; Hardison et al., 2003). By
contrast, in soybean, Gm15 with more repeat DNA insertions
accumulated fewer mutations at synonymous sites in genic
regions. Thus, there may be different mechanisms that deter-
mine the effect of repeat elements on substitution rates in
soybean genic regions.
In addition to DNA rearrangement and transposon density,
many factors may contribute to variation in mutation rates
across a genome (Ellegren et al., 2003;Wolfe and Li, 2003; Baer
et al., 2007). These factors include local recombination rate,
gene density, functionally related genes, transcriptional cou-
pled repair (TCR), pattern of gene expression, base composi-
tion (GC content and CpG dinucleotide), distance to telomere,
and chromatin structure (Hardison et al., 2003; Navarro and
Barton, 2003; Chuang and Li, 2004; Arndt et al., 2005; Hellmann
et al., 2005; Duret and Arndt, 2008; Tian et al., 2008; Berglund
et al., 2009; Duret, 2009). For soybean, a very notable cause is
ancestral polymorphisms that may have been present in the
ancestral genomes contributing Gm15 and Gm8. The present-
day soybean genome was likely a merging of two previously
diverged genomes via an allopolyploid event (Gill et al., 2009).
Thus, the higher synonymous divergence found in Gm8may be
traced to ancestral polymorphisms. Therefore, the observed
asymmetric evolution could be a combination of both ancestral
polymorphisms and structural changes following the diver-
gence event.
Asymmetric Evolution of Individual Homoeologous Pairs
The two soybean homoeologous regions were generally under
negative selection (Ka/Ks <1), except for gene 40_Gm15 (VQ
motif-containing protein). Interestingly, its homoeolog, 40_Gm8,
was still under negative selection. The Ks values were similar
between 40_Gm8-Pv5 and 40_Gm15-Pv5, but the Ka values
were different, resulting in a higher Ka/Ks in 40_Gm8-Pv5, 1.026
versus 0.5 in 40_Gm15-Pv5. For nonsynonymous sites, mutation
rate and selection constraints contribute to substitution rate.
Based on neutral theory that the mutation rate is equal to Ks
(Kimura, 1968; Chamary et al., 2006; Duret, 2009), mutation rates
for 40_Gm8 and 40_Gm15 were similar. However, they experi-
enced different evolutionary constraints, resulting in different
nonsynonymous substitution rates (Ka) and, therefore, different
Ka/Ks values. Based on these observations, a small percentage
of soybean homoeologs may be under different evolutionary
constraints.
Gene expression as measured by transcript abundance was
biased toward the Gm8 homoeolog (40_Gm8), 70% for Gm8
versus 30% for Gm15. The variation of expression patterns
among the seven tissues was large (e.g., 40_Gm15 was silenced
in the cotyledon, suggesting highly transcriptional divergence
between Gm8_40 and Gm15_40). Surprisingly, although their
evolutionary fates appear different, their divergent value of 0.043
(synonymous substitution rate, Ks) was one of the smallest
among all the homoeologous genes in these regions. In contrast
with homoeolog pair gene40, some homoeolog pairs showed a
relatively slow rate of transcriptional divergence within the same
time frame. For instance, homoeolog pair gene122 had little
transcriptional divergence and no strong transcript bias or var-
iation of expression patterns among the seven tissues. Thus,
within the same evolution time frame of;13 million years, a few
homoeolog pairs diverged rapidly.
Expression Biases Are Correlated with
Sequence Divergence
Our results indicate that expression divergence increases over
time after duplication, similar to studies on human and yeast (Gu
et al., 2002; Li et al., 2005).When comparing both homoeologous
regions, nonsynonymous changes were correlated with biased
expression and homoeolog transcriptional divergence; that is,
more amino acid changes were coupled with a higher degree of
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transcriptional bias to one homoeolog and a higher degree of
homoeolog transcriptional divergence among different tissue
types and developmental stages.
Asymmetric expression pattern was also observed between
paralogs in Arabidopsis and rice (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004; Ganko
et al., 2007; Throude et al., 2009) and between homoeologs in
cotton (Chaudhary et al., 2009). Our expression results showed
evidence for transcriptional divergence among different tissue
types of some homoeolog pairs, consistent with findings in other
plant species. Furthermore, our results show evidence of re-
gional transcriptional bias between clusters of genes on one
homoeologous region versus the other.
Several factors can affect gene expression, including gene
GC content of the gene (Kudla et al., 2006), intron size (Ren
et al., 2006), intron motifs (Rose et al., 2008), methylated
transposon distribution (Hollister and Gaut, 2009), and chro-
mosomal rearrangements (Marques-Bonet et al., 2004). Most
notable for our study is the negative correlation between
transcript level and density of recent transposon insertions
that may be methylated (Hollister and Gaut, 2009). Gm15 had a
greater total transposon density and more recent LTR retro-
transposon insertions (more intact LTR retrotransposons) than
Gm8, andwe observed that Gm8 homoeologsweremore highly
expressed. Thus, transposons may contribute to the observed
transcriptional variation between the two soybean homoeolo-
gous regions.
It is possible that the differences in homoeolog expression
levels are influenced by homoeolog ancestry. The soybean
genome, putatively an allopolyploid (Gill et al., 2009), may be
the combination of two diverged ancestral genomes. As a result,
the expression differences may be partially attributable to the
differential transcription states of the donor parents. Thus, it
is possible that the biased gene expression observed in the
present-day soybean genome results from a combination of
factors: inherited differences from previously diverged ancestral
genomes and/or postdivergence structural changes between
homoeologs (i.e., retrotransposon insertions, deletions, and
inversions).
Conclusions
The soybean genome is a mosaic structure consisting of ho-
moeologous segments (Shoemaker et al., 1996; Walling et al.,
2006). Our observations of asymmetric evolution between Gm8
and Gm15 may be representative of other homoeologous seg-
ments of soybean genome. We hypothesize that after genome
divergence ;13 MYA, the progenitor genomes merged to form
the ancestral tetraploid soybean genome;5 to 10MYA and that
transposon activity, fractionation, and other structural processes
shuffled the genome to form the present-day soybean genome.
Meanwhile, because of gradual accumulation of local structural
difference around one copy relative to its homoeologous coun-
terpart, expression patterns between homoeologous pairs
changed, resulting in a subset of genes that show transcriptional
bias or divergence among different tissue types. It remains to be
seen what role these processes played in the domestication and
breeding of soybean into the crop plant that it is today.
METHODS
BAC Selection
Two BACs (Gm_UMb001_24D13 and Gm_UMb001_05F05) derived
from soybean (Glycine max) homoeologous regions centered around
the duplicated RFLP locus, pA711 (AQ842034), were sequenced in a
previous study (Schlueter et al., 2007). These BACs were blasted
(Altschul et al., 1990) against the Williams 82 BAC end sequence
database to begin chromosome walking in the reference genotype. As
there were physical gaps in the homoeologous region located on Gm8,
multiple approaches were used to screen libraries and choose over-
lapping BACs from two BAC libraries, GmWBb and GmWBc. We took
advantage of sequence resources (ESTs and BAC end sequences),
genetic mapping (sequence tag site derived from SNPs), and hybrid-
ization-based markers (overgos) (http://www.soymap.org/) to extend
BAC contigs. Information from soybean paralogs and Phaseolus ortho-
logs information derived from sequenced BACs were also applied to
extend the contig (see Supplemental Data Set 1 online). Positive clones
were scored using a custom program, ComboScreenJ (http://pbr.agry.
purdue.edu/coMboscreenj_doc/).
For Phaseolus vulgaris, RFLP marker A711 (pA711) (AQ842034) was
used to screen the PVGBa BAC library to find BACs orthologous to the
soybean regions. We used similar approaches (above) to extend the
orthologous contig (see Supplemental Data Set 1 online).
BAC Sequencing
DNA from selected BACs was extracted using the Qiagen Large
Construct kit and sheared with a Hydroshear (Genemachines) to aver-
age size of 5 to 9 kb. Sheared fragments were blunt-ended with mung
bean (Vigna radiata) nuclease (New England Biolabs), dephosphory-
lated with shrimp alkaline phosphatase (USB), and “A” tails added by
incubation with Taq DNA polymerase in the presence of deoxynucle-
otide triphosphates. These fragments were inserted into the vector
pCR4TOPO using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) following the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The resulting DNA was electroporated into
DH10B electroMAX cells (Invitrogen). Clones were picked using a
Qpix colony picker (Genetix) into 384-well culture trays (Genetix) filled
with 60 mL terrific broth culture medium plus 8% glycerol. After over-
night growth (16 h), cultures were frozen at2808C until needed. R.E.A.L.
Prep 96 Plasmid kits (Qiagen) were used to prepare DNAminipreps from
1.3-mL cultures grown in deep 96-well plates for 16 h at 378C shaking at
300 rpm. DNA was resuspended in 50 mL water, with 4 mL used for
sequencing reactions. Clones were sequenced from both directions
using Big Dye Terminator chemistry (Applied Biosystem) and run on an
ABI3730 capillary sequencer after terminator cleanup using Squeeky-
Clean (Bio-Rad) 96-well column plates. Base calling and quality as-
sessment were done using PHRED (Ewing et al., 1998), assembled by
PHRAP, and edited with CONSED (Gordon et al., 1998). Some gaps
were filled by a combination of primer walking and shotgun sequencing
of subclones using the EZ-Tn5 <TET-1> insertion kit (Epicentre Bio-
technologies) with extremes at both sides of the sequencing gaps. Final
error rate was estimated using CONSED.
FISH
FISH mapping of BACs on pachytene chromosomes and extended DNA
fibers was performed as described previously (Walling et al., 2006). For
soybean pachytene FISH (see Supplemental Figure 1A online), BACs
were labeled with digoxigenin-UTP (DIG), Biotin-UTP (Roche), or fluo-
rescein isothiocyanate (FITC; Molecular Probes). Labeling system I is
as follows: GmWBb46B19 and GmWBb71E11 were labeled with DIG
(shown as red), GmWBb77J08 and GmWBc63M16 were labeled with
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biotin (shown as blue), and GmWBc29O09 was labeled with FITC
(shown as green). Labeling system II is as follows: GmWBb46B19 and
GmWBb71E11 were labeled with digoxigenin (red), GmWBb77J08 and
GmWBc63M16 with FITC (green), and GmWBc29O09 with digoxigenin
(red). For P. vulgaris, PVGBa84A11, PVGBa34D21, PVGBa90L08, and
PVGBa110H03 were used to determine the direction and orientation of
the clones relative to soybean (see Supplemental Figure 1B online).
Again, two labeling systems were used (labeling system I, PVGBa34D21
was labeled with digoxigenin, PVGBa90L08 with biotin, and
PVGBa110H03 with FITC; for labeling system II, PVGBa84A11 was
labeled with biotin, PVGBa34D21 with digoxigenin, and PVGBa110H03
with FITC).
Comparative Sequence Analysis
The two large sequence contigs from soybean were compared using
BLASTn with the E-value 1e-4. The Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver
et al., 2005) was used to visualize conserved genomic regions and identify
structural homoeology.
Transposon Sequence Analysis
To identify LTR retrotransposons, we used de novo and similarity
searches. For de novo searches, assembled contigs were screened
for putative LTR retrotransposons using LTR_STRUC (McCarthy and
McDonald, 2003). Candidate LTR retrotransposons were manually
checked for the following features: (1) terminal TG/CA inverted repeat in
the LTRs, (2) primer binding site, (3) polypurine tract, (4) and short TSDs.
LTR retrotransposons with all these features were defined as intact
retrotransposons. To find LTR transposons missed by LTR-STRUC, the
contigs were searched manually for the above characteristics.
For similarity searches, an intact LTR retrotransposon database was
constructed from all the intact LTR retrotransposons found. To make a
more comprehensive database, additional intact LTR retrotransposons
were added using the same methodology to search other sequenced
BACs sequenced from the SoyMap Project (http://www.soymap.org). A
combination of nucleotide and protein similarity searches was used to
annotate sequence contigs. For protein similarity, BLASTx searches of
the contigs against the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) protein nonredundant database with cutoff value of 1e-10 were
used. For nucleotide similarity, cross_match (http://www.phrap.org) was
used to screen the genomic regions with the library described above.
Solo LTRs were defined as genomic fragments that aligned to the 59 and
39ends of one LTR but did not extend to the internal region of the intact
LTR retrotransposon. Sequences flanking solo LTRs were analyzed for
TSDs. To identify non-LTR retrotransposons and DNA transposons,
BLASTx was used to compare the contigs against the NCBI protein
nonredundant database with a cutoff value of 1e-10.
Insertion times of the LTR retrotransposons were estimated by align-
ing the 59 and 39 LTR sequences with MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) followed
by manual inspection, and sequence divergence (estimated number
of substitutions per site between sequences) was calculated with
MEGA4.0 (Tamura et al., 2007) using the Kimura 2 parameter model.
The time of LTR retrotransposon insertion was estimated using the
methodology and synonymous substitution rate (1.3 3 1028) reported
earlier (Ma and Bennetzen, 2004).
Gene Annotation and Sequence Divergence Analysis
Three gene prediction methodologies were used for gene prediction.
First, ab initio gene prediction methods included FGENESH (Salamov
and Solovyev, 2000), GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997), and Gene-
MARK (Lomsadze et al., 2005) with dicot (Medicago trunculata and
Arabidopsis thaliana) models. Second, gene prediction methods with
phylogenic evidence included FGENESH-2 (http://linux1.softberry.
com/berry.phtml) using the homoeologous regions from soybean. Fi-
nally, gene prediction with mRNA evidence was done using Genome
Threader (Gremme et al., 2005) with cDNA from plantGDB (http://
www.plantgdb.org/) and ESTs from GenBank as the mRNA resource.
In addition to gene prediction programs, homology searches using
BLASTx against the nonredundant protein database in NCBI were also
used for gene prediction. We used Apollo (Lewis et al., 2002) to
integrate all prediction methods into a visualization interface. Repeat-
masker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/) was used to mask transpo-
sons (cutoff 250) using the custom database described above and
uploaded into Apollo. These data were manually inspected and inte-
grated to provide a gene and repeat annotation.
Coding sequences of predicted genes were confirmed by ORF finder
(http://www.geneinfinity.org/sms_orffinder.html), and amino acid se-
quences were aligned with MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) followed by manual
inspection. Sequence divergence was calculated with the codeml pro-
gram in PAML (Yang, 1997) implemented in PAL2NAL (http://www.bork.
eMbl.de/pal2nal/) (Suyama et al., 2006).
Mutations can result in disrupted ORFs, including premature stop
codons and frame shifts (by single base mutation or larger indels), and
can lead to nonfunctional proteins or pseudogenization (Zheng and
Gerstein, 2007). Pseudogenes were classified into two categories in this
study: pseudogenes with transposon insertions (transposon-induced
pseudogenes) and pseudogenes without transposon insertions (non-
transposon-induced pseudogenes). If a gene had transposon insertions
into exons or the 59/39 UTRs, but not into introns, it was classified as a
pseudogenewith transposon insertions. The deduced protein sequences
of the remaining genes were then used to query the NCBI nonredundant
protein database using BLASTp, and the alignments were manually
inspected. Furthermore, protein sequences from genes having paralogs/
orthologs were aligned using ClustalW2 (Larkin et al., 2007). If the
alignment was disrupted, the genomic DNA sequence around the
disrupted region was inspected to determine if it was derived from either
a protein truncation or a missing predicted exon(s). If the truncation
covered more than 15% of the gene, it was classified as a pseudogene
without transposon insertion.
Plant Growth Conditions and Tissue Sampling for Gene
Expression Analyses
TheG. max cultivar “Williams 82” was grown in a greenhouse on Metromix
soil with 16 h light/8 h dark, daytime temperature ;308C, and night
temperature ;228C with daily watering. Seven tissue types (large pod,
small pod, flower, leaf, cotyledon, hypocotyl, and root) were collected for
total RNA extraction. Cotyledons and hypocotyls were collected 3 d after
emergence (DAE) and leaves, roots, and flowers were collected 60 DAE.
Large pod (longer than 4 cm) and small pod (smaller than 2 cm) were
collected 81 DAE. Samples were taken from at least six plants and flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen followed by the total RNA extraction.
For total RNA isolation, samples from four individual plants were
combined and ground in liquid nitrogen with Tri reagent (Molecular
Research Center). To avoid DNA contamination, extracted total RNA was
treated with DNaseI (Promega) and confirmed by RT-PCR using tubulin-
specific primers. Two biological replicates of each tissue type were
sampled. Two independent cDNA synthesis technical replicates were
generated for each biological replicate, and cDNA was synthesized from
RNA using Superscript (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Additionally, DNA from leaves was isolated from Williams
82 from two leaves and two biological replicates using a standard CTAB
extraction protocol. Thus, four biological replicates of DNA templates
were analyzed.
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Gene Expression Analyses
The Sequenom MassArray system has been previously used for high-
throughput quantification of transcript ratios between maize (Zea mays)
alleles (Springer and Stupar, 2007) and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum)
homoeologous genes (Chaudhary et al., 2009). In this study, we adopted
this technology to quantify the transcript ratios of homoeologous soybean
genes residing on contigs Gm8 and Gm15.
SNPs were identified between the coding regions of Gm8 and Gm15
homoeologs using phytozome and BLAST2 sequence alignments (http://
www.phytozome.net/). These SNPs were used to distinguish the Gm8
and Gm15 homoeologous gene copies in downstream transcriptional
analyses. BLAST searches of the soybean genomewere performed using
the phytozome soybean database to identify SNP sequences specific to
the Gm8 and Gm15 regions, such that additional gene copies elsewhere
in the genome would not interfere with transcriptional analyses of the
homoeologous copies. Six hundred and nineteen SNPs were submitted
for Sequenom MassArray assay design at the University of Minnesota
BioMedical Genomics Center. Sequenom MassArray assays for 375
SNPs were identified, and 105 SNP assays were selected for transcrip-
tional analyses.
To quantify homoeologous transcript ratios, PCR and extension PCR
reactions on the cDNA and DNA control templates were performed
according to the manufacturer’s specifications (Sequenom). All tem-
plates (including each pair of cDNA technical replicates) were run
through the Sequenom PCR process twice, resulting in four technical
replicates for each cDNA biological replicate. Mass spectrometry
quantification of homoeologous gene ratios was performed at the
University ofMinnesota Genotyping Facility. The resulting data were run
through a quality control pipeline to remove unusable data. Assays
identified as “Bad Spectra,” having a frequency of uncertainty >0.2, or
an unused extension primer frequency >0.5 were removed (Chaudhary
et al., 2009). Monomorphic data points (values showing 1:0 transcript
ratios between the Gm8 and Gm15 gene copies) were removed when in
obvious disagreement with the other technical replicates. Assays with
high rates of questionable data points based on these filtering criteria
were removed from downstream analyses. The data from the DNA
control templates were then used to identify the most quantitatively
unbiased assays. Assays with discarded data for two or more of the four
DNA biological replicates were removed from further analyses. The
technical replicate values were averaged for each DNA template bio-
logical replicate to estimate the assay biases. A perfectly unbiased
assay should generate proportions of 0.5 for both Gm8 and Gm15 from
the DNA control templates. Therefore, assays with mean Gm8 and
Gm15 DNA proportions >0.6 or <0.4 were removed from further anal-
yses. Following these data filtration steps, 71 assays representing 29
homoeologous gene pairs remained in the analysis.
Two-tailed homoscedastic t tests between the DNA control and cDNA
data determined the statistical significance of transcriptional biases
between the homoeologous genes for each of the 497 assay 3 tissue
type combinations (see Supplemental Data Set 2 online). Significance
thresholds were set at P value < 0.05. We also applied two-tailed
homoscedastic t tests (P < 0.05) to identify significantly altered homoeo-
log transcript proportions between tissue types. Factorial pairwise com-
parisons of the seven tissue types result in a total of 21 tissue 3 tissue
comparisons per assay. Additionally, most gene pairs are represented by
more than one assay; therefore, the number of tissue 3 tissue compar-
isons varies between 21 and 126 per gene pair.
For graphical and data display purposes, the Gm8-Gm15 proportions
generated from the DNA controls were used to standardize the cDNA
transcript proportions for each assay. Each Gm8 and Gm15 homoeolog
should be present at equal proportions (0.5) in the DNA control templates.
To correct for assay biases, 0.5 was subtracted from the measured
DNA proportions to generate a correction factor for the Gm8 and Gm15
homoeologs in each assay. This correction factor was subsequently
subtracted from each cDNA proportionmeasurement, thus correcting for
biases inherent to the assay. The correction factor was not applied to
monoallelic transcript measurements (proportions 0.0 or 1.0); corrected
measurements that fell below 0.0 or exceeded 1.0 were set to the
respective monoallelic levels. The corrected cDNA technical replicate
values were averaged for each biological replicate. The mean transcript
proportions and standard deviations among biological replicates were
computed for each assay (see Supplemental Data Set 2 online).
For graphing and summary purposes, transcript data were averaged
among assays for gene pairs with multiple assays. Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint, and Spotfire DecisionSite 9.1.1 software applications were
used to generate figures and tables of the homoeologous transcription
data.
Accession Numbers
Sequence data for the sequenced BACs from this article can be found in
the GenBank/EMBL databases under the accession numbers in Supple-
mental Table 1 online.
Supplemental Data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Figure 1. FISH Mapping to Confirm the Orientation of
Sequence Contigs.
Supplemental Figure 2. Gene Density (Genes/Mb) and Transposon
Density (Transposons/Mb) in the Two Soybean Homoeologous Re-
gions and the Orthologous Phaseolus Region.
Supplemental Figure 3. Number of Collinear/Noncollinear Genes
within Regions Anchored by Orthologs across Gm8, Gm15, and Pv5.
Supplemental Figure 4. Number of Different Categories of Transpo-
sons in the Two Soybean Homoeologous Regions.
Supplemental Figure 5. Insertion Density (Transposons/Mb) of Dif-
ferent Categories of Transposons in the Two Soybean Homoeologs.
Supplemental Figure 6. Transposon Density in Gm15 Intervals
1 and 2.
Supplemental Figure 7. Number and Density of Transposons in the
Orthologous Phaseolus Region.
Supplemental Figure 8. Insertion Time (MYA) of Intact LTR Retro-
transposons in the Two Soybean Homoeologous Regions and the
Orthologous Phaseolus Region.
Supplemental Figure 9. Distribution of Transposon and Unequal
Recombination Rate in Gm15 43l to ;749-kb Region.
Supplemental Figure 10. Segmental Duplication in Gm15 (Red Box
in Supplemental Figure 9).
Supplemental Figure 11. Successive Tandem Duplication Event
Observed in Gm8.
Supplemental Figure 12. The Distribution of Divergence Rates of
Homoeologous Genes in Gm8 and Gm15.
Supplemental Figure 13. Gm8-Gm15 Transcriptional Proportion
Profiles for 29 Homoeologous Gene Pairs across Seven Different
Tissue Types.
Supplemental Figure 14. Validation of the Assays Used for Gm8 and
Gm15 Transcription Comparisons.
Supplemental Figure 15. Homoeolog Expression Differences among
Tissue Types.
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and Transcript Divergence.
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Gm15, and Pv5.
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Two Soybean Homoeologous Regions.
Supplemental Table 3. Pseudogene Features.
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and Pv5.
Supplemental Data Set 2. Homoeolog-Specific Expression Assay
Information and Data.
Supplemental Data Set 3. Annotation of Genes in Gm8, Gm15,
and Pv5.
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Supplemental Figure 1a. FISH mapping to confirm the orientation of sequence contigs from Gm8. 
Pachytene chromosome FISH (left) with labeling system I and DNA fiber-FISH (right) with labeling 
system II were used to confirm the order and orientation of two homoeologous sequences from 
soybean chromosome 8 and chromosome 15.  Green, red and blue solid bars represent BACs 
belonging to Gm 8 labeled with different fluorophores on pachytene chromosome by FISH and 
their positions on supercontig. Green, red and blue dotted bars represent the homoeologous 
position of the solid bar. Black bar shows the gap regions in the super contig. Solid pink circle is 
the primary signal derived from hybridization with BACs from Gm 8 labeled with different 
fluorophores. The dotted pink circle is the secondary signal reflecting the corresponding 
homoeologous region Gm15. Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) was used to infer the 
homoeologous sequences and orientations. Red lines show the orientation of the BLAST alignment 
between two sequences are the same and blue lines show opposite orientation. 
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Supplemental Figure 1b. FISH mapping for confirming orientations of contigs on chromosome 5 
of Phaseolus. 
FISH to pachytene chromosome was used to confirm orientation of the physical map on 
chromosome 5. Green, red and blue bars represent BACs belonging to chromosome 5 labeled 
with different fluorophores in pachytene chromosome FISH. By means of labeling system I and II, 
the order and orientation of the super contig was verified. Orange bars represent the contigs on 
supercontig separated by physical gaps.  ACT was used to show the relative orientation among 
two homoeologous regions in soybean and the orthologous region from Phaseolus.  
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Supplemental Figure 2. Gene density (genes/Mb) and transposon density (transposons/Mb) in 
the two soybean homoeologous regions and the orthologous Phaseolus region. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Number of collinear/non-collinear genes within regions anchored by 
orthologs across Gm8, Gm15 and Pv5. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Number of different categories of transposons in the two soybean 
homoeologous regions. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. Insertion density (transposons/Mb) of different categories of 
transposons in the two soybean homoeologous. 
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Supplemental Figure 6. Transposon density in Gm15 intervals 1 and 2. 
Gm15 intervals 1 and 2 correspond to two physical gaps in Gm8. The top shows the density of all 
transposon; the middle shows three major classes, LTR retrotransposon, LINE and DNA 
transposon; the bottom shows four sub-classes of LTR retrotransposon.  
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Supplemental Figure 7. Number and density of transposons in the orthologous Phaseolus region. 
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Supplemental Figure 8. Insertion time (million years ago, MYA) of intact LTR retrotransposons in 
the two soybean homoeologous regions and the orthologous Phaseolus region.  
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Supplemental Figure 9. Distribution of transposon and unequal recombination rate in Gm15 
43lKb ~ 749Kb region.   
Gm15 431Kb ~ 749Kb was dissected into 20Kb interval as shown on the x-axis.  The bottom is the 
distribution of different classes of transposons. The upper part is the corresponding DNA 
sequence comparison to itself to show the segmental duplication. Two identical Gm15 sequences 
were blast against with each other and ACT was applied to show the self-comparison result (self 
hits have been removed). The duplication event resulted in an inverted duplicon (~64 Kb). Detail 
of the red box is shown in Supplemental Figure 10. 
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Supplemental Figure 10. Segmental duplication in Gm15 (red box in Supplemental Figure 9). 
Four solo LTRs are in this region (~115 Kb) relative to the totally nine solo LTRs in Gm15. The 
number under gene (yellow pentagon) is the gene number in annotation. Four genes are 
involved in the segmental duplication event (green areas) and they are in opposite orientation. 
Only gene140 is found on Gm8. There is one nested LTR retrotransposon (composed of one 
truncated LTR and one truncated LTR element) involved this segmental duplication and resulted 
in two identical nested LTR retrotransposon structures shown in the magnified section 
(“truncated LTR.1-truncated element.1” and “truncated LTR.2-truncated element.2”). 
Interestingly, the sequences of these two nested structures are 100% identical. This rules out 
one possible origin of the duplication segments that they were derived from non-reciprocal 
translocation between Gm8 and Gm15. 
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Supplemental Figure 11. Successive tandem duplication event observed in Gm8. 
Nine tandem copies of gene76 in Gm8 (purple box). Four are on + strand and five are on – 
strand. There are three solo LTRs (pink color) in/around this successive tandem duplication. 
Three out of five solo LTRs for Gm8 are in this region (~70 Kb).   
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Supplemental Figure 12. The distribution of divergence rates of homoeologous genes in Gm8 
and Gm15. The divergence rates of the genes in the two homoeologus regions ranged from 0.04 
to 0.38.  
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Supplemental Figure 13. Gm8-Gm15 transcriptional proportion profiles for 29 
homoeologous gene pairs across seven different tissue types.  
X-axis represents transcript proportions for the Gm8 gene copy. Y-axis represents 
seven tissues (1, large pod; 2, small pod; 3, flower; 4, leaf; 5, cotyledon; 6, 
hypocotyl; 7, root). Different colored lines represent the individual assay profiles for 
genes with multiple assays (Supplemental Dataset 2 for detail). With the exception of 
the leaf tissue in gene23, the different assays were highly reproducible within each 
gene pair. 
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Supplemental Figure 13. (cont.) 
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Supplemental Figure 14. Validation of the assays used for Gm8 and Gm15 transcription 
comparisons.  
18 of the 29 gene pairs in this study had more than one assay. For these 18 genes, the average 
Gm8 transcript proportion for any given gene is plotted on the x-axis. The Gm8 transcript 
proportion for each of the corresponding assays is plotted on the y-axis. Assays with transcript 
proportions matching the gene average will plot along the diagonal line. 
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Supplemental Figure 15. Homoeolog expression differences among tissue types. 
The relative transcriptional proportions of the Gm8 homoeologs are plotted for 29 tested genes 
across all pairwise tissue comparisons. The each plot, the x-axis shows the Gm8 proportion for 
the tissue type labeled above the plot and the y-axis shows the Gm8 proportion for the tissue 
type labeled to the far left of the plot. For example, the upper-left plot displays the Gm8 
homoeolog proportions for small pod on the x-axis and the Gm8 homoeolog proportions for 
large pod on the y-axis. For additional example, the lower-right plot displays the Gm8 
homoeolog proportions for root on the x-axis and the Gm8 homoeolog proportions for hypocotyl 
on the y-axis. Each data point represents the mean Gm8 homoeolog transcript proportion among 
the biological replicates for the given tissue type. For genes with multiple assays, the error bars 
represent standard deviations among the assays. For genes with only one assay, the error bars 
represent standard deviations among the biological replicates for the assay. The R2 correlation 
values for each tissue × tissue comparison are shown within each plot.  
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Supplemental Figure 16. Correlation between sequence divergence and transcript divergence. 
(a) For 29 gene pairs, the Ka values (nonsynonymous substitution rates) are plotted on y-axis. 
The standard error of transcript proportion for each gene pair across the seven tissues (the level 
of transcriptional divergence) is plotted on the y-axis. (b) For 29 gene pairs, the Ka/Ks values 
are plotted on y-axis. The standard error of transcript proportion for each gene pair across the 
seven tissues is plotted on the y-axis. (c) For 29 gene pairs, the Ka values are plotted on y-axis. 
The absolute values of transcript bias for gene pairs are plotted on the y-axis. 
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Supplemental Figure 17. A hypothesis for the evolutionary history of soybean homoeologous 
regions.   
The x-axis is the length of the homoeologous region and y-axis is the amount of transposons. 
Homoeologous regions were derived from a genome divergence event with similar transposon 
compositional structures. Then, LTR retrotransposon insertions occurred to expand 
homoeologous regions, and solo LTRs were formed to counteract the net increase. As a result, 
during this dynamic process, some regions accumulated more repeat elements to increase 
structural complexity and it became less stable resulting in DNA rearrangements, for instance, 
inversions, deletions and local duplications. Different levels of different repeat DNA behaviors 
occurred within and between homoeologous regions. These variations may have occurred 
following the divergence of ancestral genomes (~13 MYA) or during or after allopolyploidization 
(~5-10 MYA) and diploidization. 
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Supplemental Table 1. The sequenced BAC information in Gm8, Gm15 and Pv5. a 
BACa Genbank  Length Coverage Phase Number of Number of sequencing gap
Gm15 accession  (bp)  sequencing gap Start End in extracted sequence
GmWBc_61P06 GU215945 120415 7.7 2 3 1 120415 3
GmWBc_48L16 GU215944 145418 7.0 2 5 76889 223350 3
GmWBb_86O18 GU215943 155777 6.2 2 8 216348 371671 7
GmWBb_127G17 GU215937 130350 8.0 2 6 324054 455000 4
GmWBb_57I04 GU215940 127482 13.5 2 1 425957 553265 1
GmWBb_74M16 GU215941 92136 13.3 3 0 549907 642042 0
GmWBb_20L04 GU215939 165189 6.6 2 3 553271 718723 1
UMb001-24d13  DQ347960 111223 13.1 2 1 613695 722208 0
GmWBb_149J16 GU215938 122967 10.0 2 1 718726 841692 1
GmWBb_78P04 GU215942 133756 8.8 2 2 791619 905267 1
Gm8
GmWBb_29O09 GU215950 114605 9.3 2 4 1 114605 4
GmWBc_72D13 GU215955 140485 8.4 2 3 110968 251706 2
GmWBb_74L06 GU215952 119112 13.2 2 3 170446 286816 2
GmWBc_63M06 GU215954 139938 7.6 2 1 234244 374181 1
GmWBb_18L06 GU215949 167089 9.3 2 2 363456 530544 2
Physical gap 530545 698544
GmWBb_71E11 GU215951 126995 8.0 2 3 698545 826052 2
GmWBb_128C06 GU215948 134160 11.3 2 1 748495 879989 1
GmWBc_46B19 GU215953 113549 15.3 2 2 796538 911338 2
Physical gap 911339 971338
GmWBb_114O08 GU215946 113100 9.7 2 2 971339 1084438 2
GmWBc_77J08 GU215956 118176 9.5 2 4 1017639 1139582 2
GmWBb_125I22 GU215947 157070 11.0 2 2 1137880 1294949 2
a  The order of the BACs in each supercontig from top to bottom corresponds to the order on Fifure1 from 5’end to 3’end
BAC position on supercontig
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Supplemental Table 1. (cont.)
BACa Genbank  Length Coverage Phase Number of Number of sequencing gap
Pv5 accession  (bp)  sequencing gap Start End in extracted sequence
PVGBa_110H03 GU215959 144667 9.5 2 1 1 144667 1
PVGBa_121M14 GU215960 134744 10.3 2 3 135606 270349 3
PVGba_24F03 GU215962 109138 10.0 2 2 266842 375955 2
PVGBa_90L08 GU215966 159755 14.7 2 5 370134 529850 5
PVGBa_109I08 GU215958 142704 11.7 2 1 449403 592345 0
Physical gap 592346 642345
PVGBa_34D21 GU215963 125968 9.1 2 2 642346 768313 2
PVGBa_61E16 GU215957 110740 9.2 3 0 752270 863009 0
PVGBa_133K05 GU215961 160196 7.3 2 4 828224 987561 4
PVGBa_68G04 GU215964 117779 10.8 3 0 968736 1086514 0
PVGBa_84A11 GU215965 145778 14.3 2 3 1062292 1208069 3
a  The order of the BACs in each supercontig from top to bottom corresponds to the order on Fifure1 from 5’end to 3’end
BAC position on supercontig
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Supplemental Table 2. Defining homeologous segments on the two soybean homeologous regions. 
Position Position Position Position
Homeologous Segment Name Start End Length (kb) Name Start End Length (kb)
Segment1a Gm15_Segment1 1 280384 280384 Gm8_Segment1 1 316056 316056
Segment2b Gm15_Segment2 280384 905440 625057 Gm8_Segment2 316056 1294949 978894
Interval Region
Interval1 Gm15_Interval1c 417808 431390 13.583 Gm8_Gap2d 911339 971338 60
Interval2 Gm15_Interval2c 749148 813471 64.324 Gm8_Gap1d 530545 698544 168
a Segment1 of Gm15 and Gm8 are direct in orientation.
b Segment2 of Gm15 and Gm8 are opposite in orientation.
c Intervals in Gm15 are regions where the homeologous counterpart is interrupted on Gm8.  The start and end coordinates are  
  defined by blastn result between Gm15 and Gm8, and confirmed manually by ACT
d Gm8_Gap1 and Gm8_Gap2 are physical gaps.
Corresponding DNA sequence on Gm15 Corresponding DNA sequence on Gm8
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Supplemental Table 3. Pseudogenes features 
Gene with transposon insertion (excluding intron insertion) with homoeolog with tandem duplicate
2_Gm15 + +
2_PV +
4_PV
9_Gm8
12_Gm8
16_Gm8
20_Gm8 +
22_Gm8
27_PV
30_PV
31_Gm8 +
31_Gm15 +
31_PV
33_Gm15
34_PV
35_PV
37_Gm8
38_Gm8
39_Gm8 +
40_Gm8 + +
41.1_PV +
42_PV
44_Gm8
47_Gm15
47_PV
49_PV
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Supplemental Table 3. (cont.)
Gene with transposon insertion (excluding intron insertion) with Homoeolog with Tandem duplicate
51_Gm15
53.2_PV + +
58_Gm15
59_PV
62_Gm8
65_Gm8
74_Gm15
76.1_Gm8 +
76.2_Gm8 +
76.4_Gm8 +
76.9_Gm8 +
78_Gm15 +
79_Gm8
80_Gm8 +
80_Gm15 +
81_Gm8 + +
84_Gm15 + +
85_Gm8 + +
85_Gm15 +
88_PV
89_PV +
91.2_PV + +
97_PV +
99.1_PV +
99.2_PV +
100_PV
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Supplemental Table 3. (cont.)
Gene with transposon insertion (excluding intron insertion) with Homoeolog with Tandem duplicate
101_PV
102_PV
104_Gm15
108_PV
109_Gm15
115_Gm15
123_PV
125.1_Gm8 + +
126.1_Gm8 +
127_Gm8 +
129.2_Gm8 +
130_PV
131_PV
132_PV
133_PV
134_PV
137_PV
141_Gm8
143_Gm8
144.1_Gm15 +
144.2_Gm15 +
145.1_Gm15 + + +
145.2_Gm15 + + +
150_Gm8
153_Gm8
154_Gm15
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Supplemental Table 3. (cont.)
Gene with transposon insertion (excluding intron insertion) with Homoeolog with Tandem duplicate
155_Gm15
158_Gm15
159_Gm15
164_Gm15
168_Gm15 +
174_Gm8
175_Gm8
176_Gm8
180_Gm8
181.2_Gm8 +
183_Gm8
187_Gm8
